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1. INTRODUCTION CONTENTS

1 Introduction

What follows is a short manual explaining differing modes of processing audio,
primarily within the DAW. It was generated by the class of 2018, Sound Design
Media on the 23rd October in great haste.

Some of the content is almost a direct copy from elsewhere on the internet.
Apologies from the writers below to those whose work may have been repur-
posed. They had very little time to prepare this work andmany of the processes
were completely new to them. Tt won’t happen again without proper credit
being given, they promise!

Thismanual is not a replacement for actually reading themanual of your plugins
and DAW, but it’s a good starting point for learning more about the range of
things on offer.

A very good book about digital audio processing by Millar Puckett resides here
and is well worth reading:

http://msp.ucsd.edu/techniques/v0.11/book-html/book.html

Further companions to this work exist in fantastic tomes like Curtis Roads’Com-
puter Music Tutorial, (1996). Online access is available to you here.

There are numerous books explaining the use of the various tools below for spe-
cific contexts like when you’re mixing a band, doing sound design, recording
an orchestra, it’s well worth hunting around for some of these books, but there
is no better way to learn how these things work than by listening to them your-
self. Reaper and Logic have examples of everything listed in the rest of this
document.
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2 Gain changing

2.1 Description

In signal processing, gain usually defined as the mean ratio of the signal ampli-
tude at the output port to the amplitude at the input port.It is often expressed
using the dB units.

2.2 Use cases and contexts

Changing the gain when you want to adjust the volume of the audio, it will
affect the signal wave form and the loudness.

2.3 Challenges/difficulties

Increasing the gain means increasing the signal level of the entire audio in full
scale, including the noise floor. So it is common that when the gain has been in-
creased, the noisewhich could not hear before the processingwill level up.

2.4 An example

https://youtu.be/33u60cYDZTM

Here’s the video to explain the gain and volume.

2.5 About the author

Wenqian Hu

Fundamental Concepts in EMG Signal Acquisition

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gain_(electronics)
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3 Noise Gate

3.1 Description

A noise gate attenuates the the level of of a signal when it passes below a thresh-
old level, thus acting as a gate that only allows the proportion of the signal above
the threshold to flow past it freely and ’holds back’ the signal below. A ’floor’
parameter in dB is defined to control the degree by which the gate attenuates
the lower proportion of the signal. Some gates also have attack, hold,and re-
lease controls that dictate the speed of the operation.

3.2 Use cases and contexts

The gate is used to isolate a the loudest parts of a signal. For example, if a record-
ing has spill coming from headphones it can be used to minimise it’s presence
in the breaks of the desired sound.

Additionally, it can be used to add dynamic range to signal as it essentially has
the opposite effect to a compressor.

3.3 Challenges/difficulties

If the settings aren’t optimised for the context, the gate can create audio artefacts.
For example a release that’s too slow can shape the transient of a sound unde-
sirably. if the attack is too fast the effect of the gate might be very pronounced
and result in an unnatural sounding

3.4 An example

Recording of a MW radio being passed through a gate with the settings in the
image below.
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gate_example.mp3

3.5 About the author

Simon Howard
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4. COMPRESSION CONTENTS

4 Compression

4.1 Description

Compressors will alter the dynamic range of a sound by boosting/reducing the
sound and bringing differences in the frequencies together. There are 6 main
controls for compression:

1. Threshold - Setting the loudness the soundmust be before its compressed.

2. Ratio - How much compression is applied on the signal, for example the
signal is 10 dB above the set threshold

with a ratio of 10:1 the output sound will be increased by 1 dB.

1. Attack - How fast the compression comes into the output sound.

2. Release - How fast the compression stops after the signal drops below the
threshold.

3. Knee - The higher knee is set the stronger the compression will be on sig-
nals way above the threshold.

4. Gain - Lets you boosted the compressed output.

All of these can be used to get a desired effect on a sound and are can also be
appiled to the low/mid/high bands of frequency when using multiband com-
pressors.

4.2 Use cases and contexts

Most people insert a compressor onto a sound to see if it makes it sound better or
worse. But usually it is not needed unless multiple frequencies in the sound are
interferringwith each other. A compressor can be utilisedwhen using sidechain
to almost equalise the dynamic range of the sounds you are trying to avoid in-
terference with.
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It can also be used to give the sound more depth, by boosting the bass of the
sound. Try not to use it on every sound but if you think it is needed make sure
you know which frequencies you’re trying to boost/reduce (equalise). For ex-
ample, if you have a tinny sound with some deep thuds and you want them
to be compressed and work better together. You can put a compressor to re-
duce the tinny’ness’ and increase the bass to make the different frequencies less
obvious.

4.3 Challenges/difficulties

The main difficulty with compression is understanding whether it is making a
difference to your sound, and whether that difference is positive or negative. A
lot of the timewhen adding compression you can lose track ofwhich sounds you
were trying to control and end up producing a different sound entirely.

4.4 An example

There is a screen shot of a Multiband compressor showing how the sound
changes when a high bypass preset is applied. It lowers the highs and increases
the mid/lower bands.

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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4.5 About the author

Bonsall, Ollie

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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5 Limiting

5.1 Description

Limiting is a process by which a specified characteristic or any factor related to
sound is prevented from exceeding a predetermined value. Unlike compressors,
which are best used for obtaining a more consistent level by reducing louder
parts of the recording without squashing the peaks, limiters are best used for
reducing peaks or spikes in the recording without affecting anything else. A
limiter is intended to limit the maximum level.

5.2 Use cases and contexts

A limiter is the most transparent way to boost average level without clip-
ping.

5.3 Challenges/difficulties

Use of limiter causes blunt and flat sound. It sounds like a bit dull and airless
mix. Limiting should take place only after you�re done mixing. Otherwise,
there is a risk of killing the musicality of your song.

5.4 An example

After the final mix, limiter can be used to maintain a fixed level of final out-
put sound for various purposes like maintaining desired sound levels for TV
broadcasters.
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5.5 About the author

Mangesh C. Sonawane

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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6 Multiband Compression

6.1 Description

AMultiband compressor or ”Multipressor” splits the incoming signal into differ-
ent frequency bands and enables you to independently compress them, so that
each one has its own unique compression settings. By using a multiband com-
pressor, it is possible to closely tailor the compression to the different elements
in a mix and compress the recording more transparently than with a standard
single-band compressor.

This is accomplished by routing the incoming audio signal into a number of
”crossover” filters which divide it into several frequency areas. With a multi-
band compressor, you can alter the low frequencies while leaving the high fre-
quencies untouched, or vice versa. It is a technique that avoids many of the
problems inherent with standard compression, such as ”pumping” or ”breath-
ing” artefacts, or the loss of high frequencies in compressed vocals. Each band
has its own set of basic compressor controls: the compressor attack, the com-
pressor release, compressor threshold and the compression ratio.

6.2 Use cases and contexts

Multiband Compressors are extremely useful when you only want to affect a
certain problem area in a vocal, an instrument or a full mix.Each band has its
own set of basic compressor controls: the compressor attack, the compressor
release, compressor threshold and the compression ratio.

Here is a number of cases that multiband compressors are often used in:

• Mixing Vocals: shape a lead vocal in different ways as a singer goes
through different registers during a song.

• De-Essing: remove vocal sibilance (those nasty bits of distortion caused
by too much of the letter ’s’ in a process known as de-essing) or plosives
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such as ’p’ sung too close to the mic.

• Mixing Bass: Tighten up the lowest frequencies (thus reducing boom and
woofiness) without affecting the mid- and high-midrange frequencies,
which carry the attack of the sound.

• Mastering: Improve bad mixes that feature a kick that is way too loud, or
one with uneven peaky vocals.

6.3 Challenges/difficulties

A multiband compressor must pass your track through several filters to split
it into different frequency bands. These filters can often add undesirable ring-
ing, distortion, and noise to a track. Moreover, processing a track’s frequency
bands independently can also alter its natural harmonic structure. Multiband
compression is one of the easiest ways to mess up your track, but thou shalt not
fear!

6.4 An example

A musical instrument might sound disjointed and unnatural after being pro-
cessed with a multiband compressor.
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6.5 About the author

Niovi Kitsiou
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7 De-noising

7.1 Description

Having trouble mixing your production audio? Did the boom guy record the
dialogue right next to an industrial-sized generator? Well, sucks for you, you’re
probably going to have to ADR that. But if you’ve got buzz in the background,
hiss in the high end, or crackle in your microphone, then noise reduction is here
to help you.

Noise reduction (also referred to as de-noising) software works in a fairly
straightforward manner. The plugins typically have two modes; “Auto” mode,
which analyses the signal and applies noise reduction accordingly, andManual,
which allows the plugin to Learn a particular noise profile based on a particular
selection and apply it across the entire clip.

7.2 Use cases and contexts

Find a section of the noisy clip without dialogue if you can; this will allow the
plugin to gain a clear impression of the noise profile. The threshold value in-
dicates the level at which the noise reduction engages and the reduction value
indicates how much noise reduction is applied to the signal. Here’s a demo
from iZotope’s official YouTube page; engineer Mike Thornton uses the RX4 to
remove unwanted sound from a recording of an acoustic guitar in a multi-track
mix.
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7.3 Challenges/difficulties

Noise reduction is taxing for a computer’s CPU. Inserting noise reduction plug-
ins onto multiple audio tracks will cause a session to lag. Therefore, it can help
to render clips individuallywith the plugin, rather than running noise reduction
across the whole track.

Remember, noise reduction is not a catch-all solution to poorly recorded audio.
Noise reduction is a destructive signal process; as you raise the threshold and
remove more unwanted noise from the track you will also remove the other,
more desirable parts of the signal that overlap with the frequency of the noise
profile. Multiple passes of slight reduction can be less destructive to the signal
than one high-level reduction pass.

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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7.4 Recommended Software

As far as plugin recommendations, iZotope Inc. has set the industry standard for
noise reduction software; the RX plugin contains a multitude of noise reduction
plugins tailored for the various sound restoration issues a sound engineer may
run across in a mix. Here’s a link to a price comparison of iZotope’s various
RX7 noise reduction packages, starting from $129 USD (approx. £100 GBP) for
the entry-level package. For those of us not made of money, however, Waves
Audio also offers a variety of quality noise reduction plugins at decent prices.
The Z-Noise plugin retails for $49 USD (approx. £37.70 GBP), while the X-Noise
plugin retails for $89 USD, approx £68.50 GBP). Other specialised plugins are
available as well.

7.5 Conclusion

Noise reduction is about compromise; compromise between threshold and re-
duction, between unwanted noise and desired signal profile. Use it sparingly,
and use it well.

7.6 About the author

Craig Hildreth is a sound engineer and self-admitted pretentious twat hailing
from Boston (the American one, not the English one). His interests include
sound design, music composition, and crippling social anxiety.

7.7 Included Links

• iZotope RX3 De-Noiser Screenshot

• iZotope RX4 Demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apjW0xx5gnk

• iZotope RX7 Packages/Pricing Comparison
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• Waves Z-Noise: https://www.waves.com/plugins/z-noise

• Waves X-Noise: https://www.waves.com/plugins/x-noise
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8 Deesser

8.1 Description

De-essing refers to any technique intended to reduce or eliminate the excessive
prominence of sibilant consonants, such as the sounds normally represented
in English by ”s”, ”z”, ”ch”, ”j” and ”sh”, in recordings of the human voice.
De-essing temporarily reduces the level of high frequency content in the signal
when a sibilant ess sound is present.

8.2 Use cases and contexts

• Side-chain compression or broadband de-essing

With this technique, the signal feeding the side-chain of a dynamic range com-
pressor is equalized or filtered so that the sibilant frequencies are most promi-
nent. As a result, the compressor only reduces the level of the signal when there
is a high level of sibilance.

• Split-band compression

Here, the signal is split into two frequency ranges, a range that contains the
sibilant frequencies, and a range that does not. The signal containing the sibilant
frequencies is sent to a compressor. The other frequency range is not processed.
Finally the two frequency ranges are combined back into one signal.

• Dynamic equalization

The gain of a parametric equalizer is reduced as the level of the sibilance in-
creases. The frequency range of the equalizer is centered on the sibilant fre-
quencies.

• De-essing with automation

A more recent method of de-essing involves automation of the vocal level in a
digital audio workstation (DAW). Whenever problematic sibilance occurs the
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level can be set to follow automation curves that are manually drawn in by the
user.

• De-essing without automation or with manual equalization.

Audio editing software, whether professional or amateur software such as Au-
dacity, can use the built-in equalization effects to reduce or eliminate sibilance
ess sounds that interfere with a recording. Described here is a common method
with Audacity. The process is in two phases:

1. Analyze the frequency of the voice’s ess sound by sampling several in-
stances and calculating the range of ess frequencies, which most likely fall
between 4,000-10,000 Hz depending on the speaker

2. Apply an equalization effect to reduce the frequency by -4 dB to -11db
during ess frequency events.

8.3 Challenges/difficulties

• Sibilance lies in frequencies anywhere between 2–10 kHz, depending on
the individual voice.

• Heavy de-essing may result in lisping creeping in the sound file
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8.4 An example

8.5 About the author

Marianna/wikipedia.org
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9 Notch filter

9.1 Description

Anotch filter, usually a simple LC circuit, is used to remove a specific interfering
frequency. This is a technique used with radio receivers that are so close to a
transmitter that it swamps all other signals. The wave trap is used to remove,
or greatly reduce, the signal from the nearby transmitter.It is used to kick out a
certain band interference.

9.2 Use cases and contexts

Notch filters are used in live sound reproduction (public address systems, or PA
systems) and in instrument amplifiers (especially amplifiers or preamplifiers for
acoustic instruments such as acoustic guitar, mandolin, bass instrument ampli-
fier, etc.) to reduce or prevent audio feedback, while having little noticeable
effect on the rest of the frequency spectrum (electronic or software filters).

9.3 Challenges/difficulties

9.4 An example
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9.5 About the author

Yixin Cao

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfur_9herLw
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10 Comb filtering

10.1 Description

Comb filtering is a filter created by adding a delayed version of a signal to itself.
This creates a series of peaks and troughs in the frequency response resembling
the combining of multiple notch filters, giving the appearance of a comb.

10.2 Use cases and contexts

Comb filters are commonly used in anti-aliasing and operations that change
a signals sample rate in a discrete-time system (occurring at distinct, separate
points in time). It is used in flanging and echo and depending on the setting of
delay comb filtering can be used to model the effect of acoustic standing waves.
Comb filters exist in two forms, ”Feedforward” and ”Feedback”. The two differ-
ent forms refer to what direction the signal is being delayed before being added
to the input.

10.3 Challenges/difficulties

Comb filters should be used with taste and caution due to the fact that they
can create unwanted artefacts, phasing, and undesirably digital sounding ef-
fects. Undesirable comb filtering effects can be captured, for instance, in record-
ing a multi-micd drum recording (or any multi-micd recording) where signals
from an identical sound source have phase differences, due to the distance from
which the direct sound was recorded, are summed together. This undesirable
effect can also be achieved by recording a voice too close to a mic stand, table,
or surface of any kind and having the reverberations reflected from the surface
captured in the recording. Comb filtering tends to give the signal a metallic
quality. Negative outcomes of unintentional comb filtering are altered pitch per-
ception, altered room impression, incorrect localization and irreversible audio
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distortion.

10.4 An example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6A4j4ny5dw

combFiltering.wav

10.5 About the author

Dillon Robinson

10.6 Sources

https://www.forward-audio.de/how-to-fix-horrible-sounding-comb-filter-effects-and-phase-cancellations/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comb_filter https://www.soundonsound.

com/sound-advice/q-what-exactly-comb-filtering
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11 Ring modulation

11.1 Description

• A signal process whereby one signal(the carrier) is multiplied by another
(themodulator), with the ability to create anything froma subtle tremolo to
new, wild metallic sounds depending on the frequency of the modulator.

• If the two input signals are harmonically related, the partials contained in
the new soundwill remain related to the inputwhile containing a different
spectral makeup.

• If the inputs are not harmonically related the partials will move beyond
the frequency content of the input sounds, further obscuring the original
sounds.

• Where the modulator operates below 20 hz this effect will be heard as
tremolo. Above 20hz this process will produce new sounds and new har-
monic information.

11.2 Use cases and contexts

• Is great for making metallic sounds, bells, metal scrapes etc.

• Also great for producing otherwordly sounds - sound designing tech, or
creating sci-fi sound effects.

• The speech patterns of the Daleks in Dr Who are generated through ring
modulation of speech.

• Tony Iommi’s guitar solo in Black Sabbath’s Paranoid features a combina-
tion of tremolo and ring modulation
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11.3 Challenges/difficulties

When modulating by a signal that is not harmonically related to the carrier, the
resulting signal will sometimes be dischordant, making pitching in a context
difficult. Additionally, if trying to play an instrument through extreme ring
modulation, the pitch will not always respond in the expected way requiring a
rethinking of the playing style or pitch perhaps.

11.4 An example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-9M69-rdE8 - classic example https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJX54RPQ874 - Somethingmore synthesis based
- some cool examples from 1.00

11.5 About the author

Will Davies
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12 Chorusing

12.1 Description

Chorus is an effect for the processing of a signal by adding one or more time de-
layed copies of that signalwith some degree of time dependentmodulation. The
Delayed signals are often pitch modulated and additionally modulated to some
extent with the timbre of the original signal sufficiently preserved to produce a
single denser sounding output.

Many variations on the central chorus concept exist including time modulated
delay, pitch modulation and filtering on the chorus signal. The effect of grad-
ual modulation on the two (or more) superimposed signals may be noticeably
similar to that of a flanger.

12.2 Use cases and contexts

Chorus is useful for creating thicker tones that retain the nature of a sound, evok-
ing close harmony and sometimes creating a low frequencymodulation that can
be applied to any type of tone. Vocals, for example, can benefit from the impres-
sion of having several parallel vocal lines similar to double tracking on lead
vocals or having multiple backing singers. On different sounds (and when set
up appropriately) chorus can add a sense of motion, richness or liveliness. It is
a classic means of adding ‘shimmer’ to a tone, particularly a guitar.

12.3 Challenges/difficulties

It is worth taking care with the rate and depth of modulation. If the rate is not
properly calibrated it may conflict with the motion or tempo of the rest of the
track. Equally the depth may cause the chorussed sound to modulate a strange
and possibly undesired amount.
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Chorus can create a very distinctive and recognisable tone; while it is very pow-
erful and dynamic it can be at risk of sounding very similar to very iconic uses
of chorus. In that sense chorus is a victim of its own influence.

When applied to very lowor sinusoidal signals, due to the very short timedelays
of identical signals employed in creating a chorus there is risk of destructive
interference (and constructive interference). As such it is important to deploy
the effect carefully with consideration of these intervals.

12.4 An example

https://soundcloud.com/daveeichenberger2/clean-then-chorus

12.5 About the author

Christian Edgar
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13 Distortion

13.1 Description

Distortion is a Non-Linear effect (its effect adds overtones through its use) that
�clips� the dry signal, by adding gain to the signal dependant on the value of
the input signal and transforming it from a sine wave to a square wave. This
effect gives the sound an incredibly harsh or �Crunchy� sound.

It is possible to add odd-harmonics or even-harmonics based on the structure of
the plugin. Some may allow you to specify one or the other.

There are generally two-types of clipping in distortion hard-clipping and soft-
clipping.

Hard-clipping causes the input gain to be raised to such a point that it generates
a square wave, the more this is pushed the odder harmonics become apparent
making it sound �harsher�

Soft-clipping gradually pushes the input signal close to the headroom, and in
doing so generate even-harmonics.

13.2 Use cases and contexts

Themost common use of distortion is on guitars but can be applied to any signal
to give the same effect. Its usage is most prevalent in rock or metal music.

Odd-harmonics generally sound harsher than even-harmonics which are pleas-
ing to the ear.

13.3 Challenges/difficulties

Too much distortion can muddy the sound and overpower other tracks.
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As distortion is essentially adding extra gain to a signal you need to ensure that
the track does not become too loud, as it can damage equipment as well as hear-
ing.

13.4 An example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REZP6yF38MA

13.5 About the author

Mark Gillespie

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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14 Bit crushing

14.1 Description

Bit crushing is a lo-fi digital audio effect, that reduces the bandwith resolution of
the digital audio data, producing a distortion. The amount of reduction applied
to the original sound can produce warmer or harsher sound impressions.

The number of bits used to encode a sound sample is a measure of the accu-
racy of the instantaneous volume level of the original sampled audio wave-
form.

The signal-to-noise ratio and the dynamic range of the digital signal are directly
afected by the number of bits.

Resolution reduction intentionally reduces this number. By doing this, vol-
ume variations are less subtle and the dynamic range at the low end is re-
duced. In extreme cases, the waveforms become square waves (clicks or buzzes
sounds).

14.2 Use cases and contexts

It can be used in electronic music for different purposes. It can make something
sound like early audio gear or old videogame sounds.

14.3 Challenges/difficulties

It can considerably alter the waveform of the original sound, and can get rid of
information.
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14.4 About the author

Alexandre Bittar, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcrusher
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15 Waveshaping

15.1 Description

Waveshaping is a form of signal modulation where a waveform is distorted into
a different shape, usually by passing it through a transfer function. Combin-
ing the original waveformwith the transfer function and the original amplitude
affects the output waveform shape and timbre. As such, sounds which have un-
dergone waveshaping tend to exhibit an increase in energy and high frequen-
cies.

15.2 Use cases and contexts

Waveshaping allows for complex synthesis from very basic components such as
sine tones as well as the application of heavy distortion.

15.3 Challenges/difficulties

It is very easy to produce overly harsh and unappealing soundswithwaveshap-
ing. Due to the non-linear approach towards transfer functions, high-frequency
harmonics can create an unnaturallymetallic sonic signature in the output.

15.4 An example

The given example is a sine tone of 440Hz which is crossfaded with the same
440Hz tonewithwaveshaping applied. The screenshot shows the graphical rep-
resentation of the transfer function
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MH_waveshaping.mp3

15.5 About the author

Matthew Harazim a sound designer/sonic artist from Aberdeen. Currently
learning/live coding Sonic Pi and Tidalcycles under the moniker BearSound.
Regular performances during the Enter concerts hosted by Shift-Enter at the
University of Aberdeen.

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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16 Exciter

16.1 Description

An exciter adds saturation to the signal frequencies in the higher ranges (3k and
up), using dynamic equalization, phase manipulation, harmonic synthesis, and
through the addition of subtle harmonic distortion. This produces overtones
and adds richness and crispness to your mix.

16.2 Use cases and contexts

Most commonly, exciters or enhancers are used to bring one part or instrument
towards the front by helping it to cut through the mix. An exciter is most com-
monly applied to vocals. Exciters are also used to synthesize harmonics of low
frequency signals to simulate deep bass in smaller speakers. Can also be used
to restoring old recordings by simulating lost spectral content.

16.3 Challenges/difficulties

Best used as a mix effect rather that something to record with, as it can be tricky
to reverse the effects if overused. Your ears can get used to the sound of exciter
quickly and you could find yourself adding much more than intended.

16.4 An example

“How to use an Aphex Aural Exciter (so that it sounds really good)” https:

//www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSVCho6Hz-o
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16.5 About the author

Brendan Scullion, Sound Designer
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17 Delay by Sample

17.1 Description

Delay by Sample means to delay the signal on the basis of sample rate.It allows
you to nudge things slightly ahead of the beat, as well as behind For example, a
one sample delay is a process which delays the signal in time by a single sample
or 44100th of a second, when the sample rate is 44.1kHz.

17.2 Use cases and contexts

You can duplicate a track and then put a little sample delay on one of them.This
can ”fatten” up the sound a little. You can use it on pads or strings.Delay one
channel by a reasonable amount of samples can wide the stereo field of a sound.
Try the delay by sample on hi hats for a little groove.Just a bit amount so that
they can come a bit later. If you have a layered lead line, taking two different
synths for example, try the sample delay on one of them, so that both of them
don’t start exactly at the same time.

17.3 Challenges/difficulties

Mind the problem of phase issue.After using the delay by sample, when you
check phase using the correlation meter, the meter may edging into the red, and
when you monoed the track, it may sound pretty weak.

17.4 An example

17.5 About the author

Jingyi Wang
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18 Delay by tempo

18.1 Description

Adelay unitworks by sending the input signal to the output signal at a later time
as defined by the delay time. The delay time can be defined in milliseconds or
many seconds. The signal can be combined with the original in an amount set
by the mix control. The number of delay repeats is determined by a feedback
control - the higher the feedback control, the more repeats.

Delay by tempo is that delay time is synchronised with the tempo, allows the
delay effect to react with the sound in a rhythmic way.

https://www.teachmeaudio.com/mixing/equipment/effects/delay/

18.2 Use cases and contexts

Most delay processors allow the signal to be delayed as a rhythmic time value,
such as quarter notes. This type of delay is most common in modern day music
and can form an integral part of the music’s rhythm.

18.3 Challenges/difficulties

Delay must be in time with the track.

18.4 About the author

Nicole Zhao
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19 Reverb emulation

Reverb emulation is a digital imitation of an analog reverberation. It can be used
to mimic an old recording, an instrument sound or a sound of a chamber, a hall
etc.

A reverberation emulation can be created by large scale devices, named plate
reverbs, that emulate a sound ‘of space by bouncing the signal off a suspended
metal plate’. Furthermore, there are many types of reverb emulation. Some
of them are: room reverb, hall reverb, chamber reverb,plate reverb and ambi-
ences.

‘…ambiences will refer to very short reverbs with any sort of setup the de-
signer deems worthy. That can mean a reverb that’s all early-reflections, late-
reflections, highly diffuse, highly non-diffuse, whatever — as long as it’s indis-
tinct.’
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19.1 About the author

Alexandra Katerinopoulou

https://theproaudiofiles.com/5-different-reverb-types-explained/

https://ask.audio/articles/review-psp-2445-plug-in-reverb-emulation-of-emt-244-245

http://colinraffel.com/wiki/recent_advances_in_real-time_musical_

effects_synthesis_and_virtual_analog_models https://www.soundonsound.

com/techniques/choosing-right-reverb
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20 Reverb with IRs

20.1 Description

Convolution reverbs are more realistic than most reverb effects, because they
present howa real acoustic space sounds like. It is a digital simulation of how the
sound propagates in a physical space and also of the acoustics of a virtual space,
through impulse responses (IR). An IR is a recording that encapsulates the re-
verberation that is caused by an acoustic space when an impulse is played.

20.2 Use cases and contexts

Impulse responses are used in TV, Film and video-game industries for placing
effects or overdubbed dialogue into a real acoustic space, or for creating a new
virtual space where the sound parameters are affected differently. Sampling the
impulse response of a reverberation unit is also possible, to use a convolution
reverb in place of a hardware machine.

20.3 Challenges/difficulties

CPU usage can be a problem, as IR plug-ins process each sample of incoming
audio for the full length of the convolution ‘tail’; the longer this is, the more
calculations are being carried out, so in order to not run out of processing power
the reverb decay time should be kept to a reasonable amount. Moreover, the
character of the convolution reverb affects the sound. The convolution reverb
usually allows for less control and can be harder to edit than an algorithmic
reverb, where changing the parameters ismuchmore straightforward and offers
more flexibility.

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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20.4 An example

Examples of what a convolution reverb sounds like and screenshots of IR plug-
ins.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2w_72kObd7g
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20.5 About the author

Andreas Manes-Palyvos

20.6 Sources

https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/convolution-processing-impulse-responses

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolution_reverb
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21 Time stretching

21.1 Description

Time stretching is the process of changing the speed or duration of an audio
signal without affecting its pitch.Pitch scaling or pitch shifting is the opposite:
the process of changing the pitch without affecting the speed. Similar methods
can change speed, pitcher both at once, in a time-varyingway. Use to change and
edit the length and tempo of an audio file. The Time Stretch function can also be
a great tool for creating special effects, as part of a sound design process.

21.2 Use cases and contexts

Making the file longer increases its duration and reduces its tempo. Make the
file shorter reduces duration and increases tempo. It is generally assumed that
time streching does not affect the pitch of an audio file.

Use Case 1 : Steinberg Cubase Tips & Techniques inclduing six parts: Time for
change Algo-rhythms Tempo-matching Make Your Pitch The right time A Long
Stretch See it on https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/time-stretching.

21.3 Challenges/difficulties

Tempo-matching

21.4 An example

Steinberg Cubase Tips & Techniques inclduing six parts: Time for change Algo-
rhythms Tempo-matching Make Your Pitch The right time A Long Stretch See it
on https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/time-stretching.
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21.5 About the author

Editor: RUNQIAN LIU

Wikipedia:Audio time stretching and pitch scaling https://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Audio_time_stretching_and_pitch_scaling

Sweetwater: Time Stretch https://www.sweetwater.com/insync/time-stretch/

SOUNDONSOUND:Time-stretching https://www.soundonsound.com/techniques/
time-stretching
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22 Stereo Width

22.1 Description

Stereo widening is an action that increases the perceived width of a mix or indi-
vidual instruments.

22.2 Use cases and contexts

You can use it on just about any source. However, most professional music
producers agree that elements with prominent low-frequency content like kick
drums and bass should be mono.

22.3 Challenges/difficulties

This is because phase issues aremost noticeable in the low-frequency domain. A
wide stereo image can be achieved in a variety of ways, like changing the phase,
and using multiple delays, etc…

22.4 An example

Image from
: https://nomadfactory.com/products/bt_effects/st2s.html
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22.5 About the author

ByPeter Lee: https://open.spotify.com/artist/6eQ8HBSp7nOsUWFmDq8upJ
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23 Phase vocoding

23.1 Description

Phase vocoding is to scale both the frequency and time domains of audio signals
by using phase information.

23.2 Use cases and contexts

The classic use of phase vocoding is to stretch the original sound out in time
without changing its original pitch. Nowadays, the technology of phase vocoder
is packaged into auto-tune, which is widely used in the popular music. It can
not only achieve the effect of adjusting music beat through time scaling; It can
also be used to adjust the pitch of voice to the designated pitch, which can be
used to correct the out-of-tune sound. It can also be used to convert human voice
to robot-like sound or high frequency chipmunk sound line.

23.3 Challenges/difficulties

The main problem that has to be solved for all cases of manipulation of the
STFT is the fact that individual signal components (sinusoids, impulses) will
be spread over multiple frames and multiple STFT frequency locations (bins).
This is because the STFT analysis is done using overlapping analysis windows.
The windowing results in spectral leakage such that the information of individ-
ual sinusoidal components is spread over adjacent STFT bins. To avoid bor-
der effects of tapering of the analysis windows, STFT analysis windows over-
lap in time. This time overlap results in the fact that adjacent STFT analysis
are strongly correlated (a sinusoid present in analysis frame at time ”t” will
be present in the subsequent frames as well). The problem of signal transfor-
mation with the phase vocoder is related to the problem that all modifications
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that are done in the STFT representation need to preserve the appropriate cor-
relation between adjacent frequency bins (vertical coherence) and time frames
(horizontal coherence). Except in the case of extremely simple synthetic sounds,
these appropriate correlations can be preserved only approximately, and since
the invention of the phase vocoder research has been mainly concerned with
finding algorithms that would preserve the vertical and horizontal coherence
of the STFT representation after the modification. The phase coherence prob-
lem was investigated for quite a while before appropriate solutions emerged.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_vocoder)

23.4 An example

British composer Trevor Wishart used phase vocoder analyses and transforma-
tions of a human voice as the basis for his composition Vox 5 (part of his larger
Vox Cycle) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y23kobWHs8M

What is PHASE VOCODER? What does PHASE VOCODER mean? PHASE
VOCODERmeaning&explanation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRLXd5Oa49Y

23.5 About the author

From Boshan Zhou - boboshan.com
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24 Convolution

24.1 Description

To explain what convolution is first I must explain what Cross-synthesis is.
Cross-synthesis is where you combine two signals and mix their characteris-
tics. Convolution is a form of Cross-synthesis, where you combine two audio
sources in a way that the frequencies they share will be augmented and the ones
they don’t will be minimised. In the time domain convolution usually adds the
duration of the sound signals.

24.2 Use cases and contexts

Convolution is most usually used for creating reverb, for filtering signals or two
shape sounds by giving them characteristics from different sounds.

24.3 Challenges/difficulties

Convolution is a highly experimental technique for manipulating audio signals.
Given that convolution modifies sound in both frequency and time using it is
a matter of trial and error to figure out how you can get the best results. Also
given the fact that the technique is so volatile there isn’t really a bad outcome to
doing it, it all depends on what the artist is trying to achieve.

24.4 An example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jCva6KHlYI
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24.5 About the author

Andres Vasco
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25 Spectral Filtering

25.1 Description

When applied to sound, Spectral filtering is essentially used for precise filtering
of the sound by breaking down the sound into ‘n’ frequency bands. The sine
wave is now separated into its respective frequencies groups (such as 10-20Hz,
20-30Hz). The number of bandswillmostly dependon the computational power
available.

25.2 Use cases and contexts

This approach is mainly used for removing particular frequencies that are prob-
lematic that a normal EQ would be too inaccurate to alter. It can also be used
to map a certain frequency patter onto another sound, for example copying the
distinctive pattern of a drum, and applying that to other sounds. The follow-
ing graph provides a rough idea of the individual frequencies being altered.
This is all based on the theory that all sounds are just groupings of many Sine
waves.

25.3 Challenges/difficulties

A common trade off between frequency resolution and temporal resolution is
common.

25.4 An example

For further information, please view this informative video of some real time
spectral filtering. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvj_yPwvjgs
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25.5 About the author

Daniel McKenna

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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26 Spectral Delay

26.1 Description

Spectral Delays are a type of delay plugin that give users the ability to apply
delay to separate frequency bands of their choosing on an individual basis. This
can be accomplished by employing Techniques like a fast Fourier transform - an
algorithm that take a sample of a signal and then divides that signal into distinct
frequency components. Another way is to use the desired number of band pass
filters each sending through to their own individual delay.

26.2 Use cases and contexts

Spectral Delay has a lot of uses that vary fromneed to need. It’s ability to add de-
lay to different frequencies means the user can have a much greater control over
the way the different frequencies interact with one another as they delay. You
can also go much more complex with it and create large ‘beds’ of delay that in-
teract in novel ways with one another, creating their own sound from the source
and even go so far as to create drones. You can also use Spectral Delay to create
a good simulation of dispersion - when sound waves travel through objects, the
speed is determined by their frequency. For instance in water Low frequency
sounds travel fast thanHigh frequency sounds - hence the ‘muffled’ underwater
sound. Spectral Delay, through careful use, can achieve this effect.

26.3 Challenges/difficulties

FFT techniques can cause a lot of computational strain on your processor. They
also introduce latency depending on the number of frequency bands the user
desires. The separate band through delay technique is doable digitally, but too
expensive to do reliably in the analog hardware domain.
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26.4 About the author

Adam Poustie

Last edited : 24 October 2018
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